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Confronting Race & Gender Bias as a Pinay at the Top of Her Game 
 

The panelists will discuss their experiences and advice for confronting race and gender 
bias as Filipina-American attorneys.  Below are excerpts from selected articles and 
resources for better understanding of race and gender bias. 

 

Articles and Resources for better understanding race and gender bias: 
  

• Implicit Gender Bias in the Legal Profession: An Empirical Study, Justin D. 
Levinson and Danielle Young, 18 Duke Journal of Gender Law & Policy 1 (Fall 
2010) 

 

• Why Law Is the Least Diverse Profession, Jacqueline Bell, Law360, May 17, 2016  
 

• How Minority Attorneys Encounter BigLaw Bias, Andrew Strickler, Law360, 
May 18, 2016   

• 3 ways to make less biased decisions, Howard J. Ross, Harvard Business Review, 
April 16, 2015   

• Double Jeopardy? Gender Bias Against Women of Color in the Legal Profession, 
Renwei Chung, AboveTheLaw.Com, November 20, 2015  

• Speaking up as a Woman of Color at Work, Ruchika Tulshyan, Forbes.com, 
February 10, 2015  

• Asian American Lawyers: Differences Abound, Mona Metha Stone, The Federal 
Lawyer, January/February 2017 

 

From Above The Law a post titled Double 
Jeopardy? Gender Bias Against Women of 
Color in the Legal Profession:  
 

“Do women of color face the same racial and 
ethnic stereotypes in our profession? As 
noted by the White House Council on 
Women and Girls, persistent opportunity 
gaps and structural barriers remain for 
women and girls, including women and girls 
of color. It is evident that unconscious racial 
bias pervades our law, education, and 
politics. No doubt, women of color may face 
the double jeopardy conundrum in any 
industry they enter into, including the legal 
profession.” 
 

From Law360 a post titled Why 
Law Is the Least Diverse 
Profession: 
 

“Data from the latest economic 
survey done by the U.S. Census 
Bureau shows that 81 percent of 
legal industry employees are 
white, making it the least diverse 
among white-collar professions 
tracked by the agency, including 
engineering, architecture and 
financial services.” 
 
 
	

From Duke Journal of Gender Law & Policy an article titled Implicit Gender Bias in 
the Legal Profession: An Empirical Study:  
 

“After achieving near equal numbers of male and female law school graduates for 
approximately two decades, the gap between men and women in law firms, legal 
academia, and the judiciary remains stark.  For example, only six percent of 
managing partners at the largest 200 American law firms are women and 
approximately four out of five law school deans are men.”  
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Lifting Our Community: The Issue of Labor Trafficking Within the Filipino 
Community 
 

The following are basic definitions and resources for better understanding of labor 
trafficking within the Filipino Community. 

 

Articles and Resources: 
 

 • Humantraffickinghotline.org for statistics and additional resources. 
 

 • State.gov for the 2016 Trafficking in Persons Report  
 

 • Temporary Work Visas and the Exploitation of Filipino Migrant Workers, 
Prepared by Jennifer L. Sta. Ana for Filipino Advocates for Justice and The 
Dignity Campaign, Filipinos4Justice.org 

 

 • Coming to America, The Business of Trafficked Workers, written by Valerie 
Francisco and Robyn Magalit Rodriguez, Published in The Immigration and 
Nationality Act of 1965: Legislating a New America edited by Gabriel J. Chin, 
University of California, Davis School of Law; Rose Cuison Villazor, University 
of California, Davis School of Law 

 
 
 

 
 

From the National Human Trafficking Hotline1: 
 

Labor Trafficking definition: In the United States, the Trafficking Victims 
Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA) defines labor trafficking as: “The recruitment, 
harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services, 
through the use of force, fraud or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary 
servitude, peonage, debt bondage or slavery” (22 USC § 7102(9)).   
Labor trafficking may be distinguished from other forms of labor exploitation by 
applying the Action + Means + Purpose Model. Human trafficking occurs when a 
trafficker takes any one of the enumerated actions, and then employs the means of 
force, fraud or coercion for the purpose of compelling the victim to provide 
commercial sex acts or labor or services. At a minimum, one element from each 
column must be present to establish a potential situation of human trafficking. The 
presence of force, fraud or coercion indicates that the victim has not consented of his 
or her own free will.  
 
From the U.S. Department of State 2016 Trafficking in Persons Report2:  
“The Philippines is a source country and, to a lesser extent, a destination and transit 
country for men, women, and children subjected to sex trafficking and forced labor. 
An estimated 10 million Filipinos work abroad, and a significant number of these 
migrant workers are subjected to sex trafficking and forced labor—predominantly via 
debt bondage—in the fishing, shipping, construction, education, nursing, and 
agricultural industries, as well as in domestic work, janitorial service, and other 
hospitality-related jobs, particularly across the Middle East, Asia, and North 
America.” 
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On the Backbone of Pinay Pioneers: Overcoming Challenges, Failures, Mistakes  
& Regrets 
 
The panelists will discuss their experiences and advice for confronting gender and race 
bias and breaking the glass ceiling as Filipina-American attorneys.  Below are excerpts 
from articles and resources for better understanding of gender and race bias. 
 

Articles and Resources for better understanding gender and race bias: 
 

 • Law is the least diverse profession in the Nation.  And lawyers aren’t doing 
enough to change that. Deborah L. Rhode, TheWashingtonPost.com, May 27, 
2015. 

 

 • Speaking up as a Woman of Color at Work, Ruchika Tulshyan, Forbes.com, 
February 10, 2015 

 

 • Common Obstacles for Women Lawyers, Andrew Ostler, lawcrossing.com 
 

• Issues affecting women in the legal profession, Rachel Oliver, ms-jd.org, June 5, 
 2015 

• Women and the Legal Profession: Four Common Obstacles Faced by Female 
Lawyers, Joyce Smithey, ms-jd.org, January 13, 2017 

 

 • 1Glass ceilings and dead ends: professional ideologies, gender stereotypes, and 
the future of women lawyers at large law firms, Eli Wald, 78 Fordham L. Rev. 
2245, 154 (2010) 

 
 

From a Washington Post article titled Law is the least diverse profession in the 
Nation.  And lawyers aren’t doing enough to change that.  
“Women constitute more than a third of the profession, but only about a fifth of law 
firm partners, general counsels of Fortune 500 corporations and law school deans.”  
“In American Bar Association research, 62 percent of women of color and 60 
percent of white women, but only 4 percent of white men, felt excluded from formal 
and informal networking opportunities. Such networking is often crucial to building 
client and collegial relationships that are essential to advancement.” 
 
From a post on Ms-JD.org titled 
Women and the Legal Profession: 
Four Common Obstacles Faced by 
Female Lawyers: 
  
“Women entering the legal profession 
have to face a multitude of obstacles 
to pursue a successful career. "Three 
issues continue to be the biggest 
obstacles to a woman's advancement 
in the legal profession. They are 
traditional sexual stereotypes, 
inflexible workplace structures, and 
inadequate access to mentoring," says 
Deborah Rhode, Ernest W. 
McFarland Professor of Law, 
Stanford University (California). 
Women also have to face problems 
such as inequality in pay and sexual 
harassment in the workplace.” 
 

From Fordham Law Review an article 
titled Glass ceilings and dead ends: 
professional ideologies, gender 
stereotypes, and the future of women 
lawyers at large law firms1:  
“Women lawyers first began to enter the 
legal profession, and in particular large 
law firms, in significant numbers in the 
early 1970s.  The barriers to entry faced 
by first-generation women lawyers at 
large law firms were significant.  Women 
lawyers faced daunting explicit and 
implicit discrimination coupled with type 
1, type 2, and type 3 stereotyping: 
women lawyers did not belong in the 
practice of law, were incompetent, and 
lacked the sufficient professional drive to 
succeed as lawyers because of their 
inherently competing loyalties as wives 
and mothers.” 
 


